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In this note, we continue the investigations of groups G, introduced in our 
previous paper [2]. We prove that the cubic plane S is uniquely determined 
by G, and determine Aut G, subject to certain conditions on S. The 
significance of these groups follows from Manin’s theorems [1 ] describing 
groups of birational automorphisms of cubic surfaces, which belong to this 
class of groups (see example below). 
1. ISOMORPHISM OF CUBIC PLANES 
We begin with a few definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. A cubic plane S consists of a set P of points, a set L of 
lines and an incidence p ] I for p E P, 1 E L so that 
(a) each line has exactly three points incident to it. 
(b) two lines intersect in at most one point. 
DEFINITION 2. A standard configuration in a cubic plane S is a four 
element subset {x1, x2, x3, x4} c P u L such that for each p E P the number 
of xi’s with plxi or p = xi is even. 
The following lemma describes the class of all standard configurations. 
LEMMA 1. The only standard configurations are (p,, pz, p,, I} with piI 1 
(called a complete line I*) and {I,, I,, l,, 14) with linlj distinct points 
(called a quadrilateral). 
Proof. No point can lie on or equal all four xi since then any other point 
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occurring would be on at least two and these two would have two points in 
common. Clearly, there is at least one line. If there is only one, we have a 
complete line. If there are two lines, then at least one has two points which 
are not among the xi and hence must be on the other line, a contradiction. If 
there are three lines, then one of them 1 cannot contain the xi which is a 
point by the first line of this proof. Thus, two of the points on 1 must lie on 
one of the other two lines, a contradiction. If there are four lines, each point 
on one must lie on exactly two lines and we have a quadrilateral. 
DEFINITION 3. A standard map from S to S’ is a bijection f of P U L 
with P’ U L ’ so that f and f -’ map standard configurations to standard 
configuration. Iff: S + S’ is standard, we say p E P (or f E L) is regular if 
f(p) E P’ (respectivelyf(l) E L’). 
Note that if p is not regular, then p Ef-‘(f(p)*) shows f -‘(f(p)*) is a 
complete line. Hence, there is a unique point q If( p) which is not regular for 
f -'. Define f(p) =f( ) f p i p is regular and 3(p) = q as above if p is not 
regular, so f: P + P’. 
LEMMA 2. If f is standard, then rextends to an isomorphism of S with 
S’. Moreocer, g = f’- ’ of is a standard map of S to itself with g2 = id, 
p = g(p) if p is regular and pi g(p) ifp is not regular. 
Proof Since q is the unique nonregular point on f (p) if and only if p is 
the unique nonregular point on f -l(q), we see @)-’ = df-‘): It remains to 
show that$(I)={S(p,),P(p,),f(~,)}EL'iff={~,,p,,p~}EL. Ifoneof 
the pi is regular, then f ([*) is a complete line. Thus, either all pi are regular 
and f (f) =f (f) E L’ or exactly one (say p,) is not regular and$(I) =f (p,). If 
no pi is regular, then f (I*) is a quadrilateral. SinceJ(p,) #f(pj), f_(p)) and 
f( pi) must intersect at a regular point. Thus, each f (pi) lies on f(Z), and 
r(l) = f (I). Note f(l) = f (I) if 1 is regular andf(l) is the unique nonregular 
line through f (I) if I is nonregular. Clearly, g(p) =p and g’ = id on regular 
points p. If p is not regular, then g(p) is the unique nonregular line through 
f -'(f (d) =P. Thus, PI g(p) and g’(p) is the unique nonregular point on 
f -‘(f (g(p)) = g(p), i.e., g’(P) =P. 
We now consider the following class of groups: 
DEFINITION 4. If S is a cubic plane, let G, be the group generated 
by t,, p E S subject to the relations ti = 1 and (fP, I~~~,,J* = 1 if I = 
(P,,P*rP3IEL. 
EXAMPLE. Let V be a smooth cubic surface over a field k and V(k) the 
set of all geometric points of V with values in k. We define P, c V(k) to be 
any subset of points not lying on the union of the lines in V, P, = {three 
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distinct points each of which is incident to two of three lines lying in one 
plane}. If V is minimal, we also define P, = V(k) U {the set of all “good” 
pairs of points whose coordinates are defined and conjugate over quadratic 
extensions of k) (for the definition of “good” pair see [ 11). 
We put Li = ((p,,P2,p3)E (Pi)3[p, +pz +p3 is a cycle of intersections 
of V with some line}. 
ThenL,=O,andp]IforsomeIELionlyifpEV(k). 
Now let W be the group of projective automorphisms of V over k, B, the 
group of birational automorphisms generated by maps t,, p E P, , where t, is 
defined on the open point set V as follows: t,,(x) = x 0 p, where x + p + x 0 p 
is a cycle of intersections of V with a line; B, is the group of birational 
automorphisms of V which are biregular outside the union of the three lines 
whose points of intersection constitute P,, and B, is the group of birational 
automorphisms of the minimal surface I’. Then Si = Pi U Li are cubic planes 
and by ]I] B ,zGS,, and B,=: 
wt, h - ’ = t ,\,@) , 
WG,, is a semidirect product with relations 
u’ E W, p E P,. By [4], B, is generated by W and GS1. 
If k is closed and P, is open in the topology induced by the Zarisky 
topology, then S, is l-connected and contains no sparse points (see 
Definitions 5 and 6). 
THEOREM 1. If G, and G; are isomorphic, then S and S’ are isomorphic. 
Proof: For IE L set t,= tP,tPltP, for some fixed order of I= (p,,p2,p3f. 
Since t, = t;’ and tPltP,tP, = t;,‘tltP,, we see that he conjugacy class of t,, 
C(t,), is independent of the order. Moreover, the map x -+ C(t,) for 
x E P u L is injective. Indeed, C(t,) = C(t,) implies t, = tu mod(G,, G,) but 
G,/(G,, G,) is the direct product of groups ( 1, I,,} where p E P. Thus, i, = I,, 
implies x = .r. By [2], C(t,), x E P U L, are the only conjugacy classes of 
elements of finite order in G,. Thus, an isomorphism of G, with Gk induces 
a bijection f of PU L with P’ U L’. Moreover, since (xi, x2, x3. x,} is 
standard if and only if t,,t,2~,,t,, = 1 mod(G,, G,), we see f is a standard 
map. Thus, S and S’ are isomorphic. 
2. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP G, 
In Definitions 5 and 6 we introduce a class of cubic planes for which Aut 
G, has the simplest form. 
DEFINITION 5. We say p E P is sparse if either p lies on at most one line 
or if for some line 1, through p and every line 1, # 1, through p, there are at 
most two lines intersecting both I, and 1, not at p. 
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LEMMA 3. If f is a standard map and p is not sparse, then p is regular 
h-f: 
Proof: We may replace f by g as in Lemma 2. If p is not regular, set 
I, =g(p) so ~(1,. If I, = (p, q,, q2} is another line through p, then g(l:) 
contains g(p) = I,. Since g(/z*) # 1: = go:), we see g(1;) is a quadrilateral. 
Since q, and q2 are not regular, we have ql/ g(qi). Thus, the quadrilaterial is 
~,={p,p,,p,},~,=(p,q,,q,}andg(qi)={pi,q~,r)i=~,2forsomer~~. 
If m # g(qi) is a third line intersecting I,, 1, not at p, say m = (p,, q2, t), 
then g(m*) contains g(p,) =p, and g(q,). Since p, does not lie on g(q,), 
g(m*) cannot be a complete line or quadrilateral, a contradiction. Thus, p 
not regular implies p is sparse. 
Note. A quadrilateral together with the points it contains is an example 
of a cubic plane with every point sparse. 
Let S, denote the cubic subplane obtained from S by deleting q E P and 
all lines through q. By [2], Gs, is isomorphic to the subgroup of G,, 
generated by all t,, p # q, so assume Gs, c G,. Further, G, z GSq*nsKg, 
where H, is the free subgroup generated by all products tprtps, with 
(q, p’,p”} E L and K, is the subgroup generated by t, and H, (H, is the 
normal subgroup of K,). Therefore, by [3] every a E G, of representative 
length n has a normal form a = h, h, . . . h,, where h, E H,, the hi with i # 0 
are not in H, and form an alternating sequence of t, and certain represen- 
tatives of left cosets of Gs, modulo H4. We shall say that a begins (ends) 
with h, (with h,) if a 6!! Hg and with h, if a E H,. 
LEMMA 4. Let q @ {P,, p2, p,} E L and t = (a;‘tP,a,)(a;‘tP,az) 
(a;‘t,,a,) E G,. rfaia;’ & Gsg f or some i, j then t is an element of infinite 
order. 
Proof For any a E Gsa we have a-‘t,a 4 H4, since a-‘t,,a 
mod(G,, G,) = f, is not in H, mod(G,, G,), which is generated by f,,i,,. 
(q,p’,p”} E L. Therefore if, for example, a, ends with an element which is in 
the same left coset of Gsq modulo Hq as a; ’ tp,az, then t or t-i is conjugate 
to (a-‘t,,a)(a;‘t,,a,)(a;‘t,,a,) where a = a,(a;‘t,,a2) is of length strictly 
less than that of a,. Using this process, also multiplying all the ai on the 
right by a suitable element of G, and interchanging i, we can reduce the 
lemma to the case in which a, ends with t,, while a, and a3 are either in Gs, 
or end with different representatives of left cosets of Gs, modulo H, 
(different from any coset H, . a; ’ t,,a,). Therefore, a; ’ t,,a, begins and 
ends with t,. On the other hand, (a;‘t,,a,)(a;‘t,,a,) begins and ends 
with an element of In case a,, a3 E Gs, this follows from the 
fact that a; ’ tp2aza3 
GSg\H,. 
-‘t,,a3 mod(G,, G,) = f,,,i,, 6? Hq mod(G,, G,) since 
(q,p2,pJ} 4 L; otherwise, it follows from the fact that a;‘tr,2az and a;‘t,,a, 
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begin and end with different representatives of left cosets of G modulo H,. 
Therefore t begins with t, and ends with an element of Gsq\H,; hence, by 
[ 3 ], t is not conjugate to any element of Gs,, in particular, to tp, tp, tp,. And 
since C(t) mod(G,, G,) = i,, iP2iP.1, it follows that t is not conjugate to any 
element +, x E P U L. Hence, it is not of finite order. 
DEFINITION 6. A route in S connecting points p, r E P is an alternating 
sequence of points and lines p =pO, 1, ,p, , I, ,..., I, ,p, = r, n > 0, in which pi 
and pi + ,I Ii+, . The cubic plane S is said to be connected if any two of its 
points can be connected by a route, and it is l-connected if, for any point 
4 E P, the cubic subplane S, is connected. 
We can now describe a certain subgroup of automorphisms of G,. 
LEMMAS. If S is l-connected, then the automorphism of G, which maps 
t, onto ap ’ t,a,, p E P, is an inner automorphism. 
Proof. Let p and r be connected by a route in S, (q #p, r). It follows 
from Lemma 4 that for any two consecutive points pi, pi+ ’ of the route, we 
have a,,a;l, E GsO, and so 
where the product runs successively over all points of he route. Since q is an 
arbitrary point distinct from p and r, it follows by [2] that a,a;’ E n Gs, is 
an element of the subgroup of G, generated by t, and t,. It may therefore by 
written as t~‘(trtp)m~ t;‘, where E,, u, = 0 or 1 and m, > 0. There exists a 
point r’ E P. r’ fp, r, such that (r’, p, r} ‘Z L, with, say, 
Then 
ar,ap’ = tS’(t,JJm tp, eZ,uZ=Oor l,m,>O. 
(a,,a;‘)(a,a;’ ) = t~z(t,8tp)m2 t~~t~l(t,tp)“’ t:l = a,,a; ‘. 
As in the proof of Lemma 4; t,, t,,, t,t,. @ H,. Hence the normal form of 
a,.a; ’ does not contain tp, only if m, = 0, m, < 1; moreover, from 0, = 0 we 
get a,..a;’ E (1, t,,}, and from ‘T, = 1, we get a,.a;’ E (t,,tr, t,}. 
Connecting r by routes to points r’, r” distinct from r and picking such a 
point p, that r’, r” are not incident to the line through r, p, we see that 
a;‘t,a,=a;‘(a,a;‘)t,(a,a;‘)a, 
is equal to a; ’ tua, for u = r’, r”, or equal to (t,a,)-’ tu(trar) for 24 = r’, r”. 
It is easy to see that for any p # r, (a; ’ t,) t,(t,a,) # a; ’ tpa, and a; ’ t,a, = 
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(t,.a,)-’ t,(t,a,.). Therefore a;‘trta,.~ is equal to either a;‘t,,a, for all r’ E P 
or (t,~,)~’ t,,(~,a,.) for all r’ E P. But this means that the automorphism in 
the lemma is inner. 
THEOREM 2. If S is l-connected and contains no sparse points, then Aut 
G s z Aut S . G,, where the latter is a semidirect product with the following 
relations: 
ft,f -’ = ff,p,. j-E AutS,pEP. 
Proof: An automorphism?E Aut G, induces a standard map f which, by 
Lemma 3, is regular at all points of P. We use the same letterf to denote the 
automorphism of G, mapping t,, onto tf,p,. Then f -’ oJ‘ preserves the 
conjugacy classes C(t,) and hence, by Lemma 5, is an inner automorphism. 
Now. if at,a -’ = bt,b -’ for all p E P, then a = 6. Indeed, otherwise b -‘G 
would end in some t, and, for some q #p, the representative length of 
a ‘bt,b- ‘a relative to p would exceed that of t,. 
Therefore, Aut G, is generated by Aut S and the group of inner 
automorphisms. which is isomorphic to G,. Put i,(a) = t,at~‘, u E G,. 
Then 
which are the desired relations. This completes the proof. 
Note. The group Aut G, in the general case has not yet been 
investigated. It would be interesting to obtain a geometric classification of all 
planes S based on structural properties of the corresponding groups Aut G,. 
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